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Mirage is the name of several fictional characters from the Transformers series in the Transformers robot
superhero franchise. Mirage is one of the most re-used names in the Transformers series, and is almost
entirely synonymous with characters possessing Formula One racing car alternate modes.
Mirage (Transformers) - Wikipedia
Shop Hasbro to find kids toys and action figures for all your favourite Hasbro brands: Transformers, My Little
Pony, Baby Alive, Play-Doh, and more!
Shop Hasbro - Kids Toys - Action Figures - Toys Online
Unicron is a fictional character from the many continuities in the Transformers universe and toyline.Created
by Floro Dery, he was introduced in the 1986 animated film The Transformers: The Movie and has since
reappeared in Transformers: Armada, Transformers: Energon, Transformers: Cybertron, Transformers:
Prime, Transformers: The Last Knight and Atari's 2004 Transformers video game.
Unicron - Wikipedia
Sideswipe (Deluxe, 2003) . Accessories: Left & right launchers/thrusters, 2 flame missiles One of several
exclusives to OTFCC 2003, Universe Sideswipe is a redeco of the 2001 Robots in Disguise Prowl mold, once
again transforming into a Lamborghini Diablo. A pair of add-on thrusters become arm-mounted launchers for
robot mode; each one being a pressure-launch missile launcher.
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